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Pilot Tone Actuated Antenna Array Pattern Reconfiguration

V. Fusco, Fellow, IEEE, D. Zelenchuk, Member, IEEE, and N. Buchanan

Abstract—A new strategy for remote reconfiguration of an antenna array far field radiation pattern is described. The scheme uses a pilot tone co-transmitted with a carrier signal from a location distant from that of a receive antenna array whose far field pattern is to be reconfigured. By mixing the co-transmitted signals locally at each antenna element in the array an IF signal is formed which defines an equivalent array spacing that can be made variable by tuning the frequency of the pilot tone with respect to the RF carrier. This makes the antenna array factor hence far field spatial characteristic reconfigurable on receive. For a 10x1 microstrip patch element array we show that the receive pattern can be made to vary from 35 to 10 degrees half power beam width as the difference frequency between the pilot and the carrier at 2.45GHz varies between 10MHz and 500MHz carrier.

Index Terms—antenna array, far-field pattern control, mixing, IF beam-steering, self-focussing

I. INTRODUCTION

A N TENNA arrays possessing the capacity to have their far field radiation characteristics made reconfigurable has been the subject of intensive research. The requirement to be able to reconfigure far field pattern is desirable in a wide variety of application scenarios. Example applications where this facility could be useful include; RFID [1], sensor networks [2], ad hoc wireless networks [3], radar object tracking [4], satellite communications [5]. A variety of techniques have been developed to allow pattern reconfiguration, notably phased array technology [6]. Ultimately phased array methods rely on the introduction of a phase coherent reference oscillator and individual phase control elements applied locally at each of the separate RF paths comprising the antenna array. Generally this followed by a signal combining stage in order for the antenna array factor to be formed. The classical approach is to modify the phase and, also in some cases, the amplitude weights across the array so that pattern reconfiguration can be effected. Other approaches where less precise control of the spatial characteristics of the array is required can be predicated upon the use of switchable loading elements introduced into the array, many examples of this are available e.g. [7, 8]. Here the means for pattern control relies on direct perturbation of near field currents due to structural or electrical modification hence far field pattern control.

With conventional phased array approaches phase reference distribution issues persist. Additionally element spacing in these arrays has to be compliant with grating lobe spacing requirements as dictated by the RF carrier wavelength.

Pilot tones are routinely used in satellite systems for identification and for calibration purposes, [9]. In [10] a less obvious use of a pilot tone was articulated. Here a pilot tone was sent from a remote location and its frequency was selected to be almost identical to that of the RF carrier also transmitted from the same remote location. Local mixing of these signals on a per array element basis meant that, irrespective of the angle of arrival, the received signal phases after down-mixing were in phase. This means that the array is capable of optimally recombining the received RF signals arriving from any direction, in effect it is self-focussing.

In this paper we describe an extension to this special case whereby the far field pattern characteristics of an antenna array operating in receive mode can be controlled from a remote location by means of a pilot tone, co-transmitted along with the RF carrier signal. This approach enables agile receive pattern re-shaping and also permits IF beam steering. In addition it preserves the important special case of a receive array that can self-focus onto an incoming signal whose direction is not known a-priori. The resulting configuration would be useful in applications were the field of view of the antenna can be programmed remotely, for example, from a UAV or satellite, then IF beam steered for scene surveillance.

Section II of the paper describes the theory underpinning the approach. Section III illustrates how the properties of such a system can be assessed. Section IV discusses the core analogue signal processing necessary for practical implementation and provides experimental confirmation of the theoretical proposition. Section V draws conclusions and identifies some aspects that would merit further study.

II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

With reference to Fig.1a the angle of arrival of the pilot tone and the RF carrier at the array is θ, consequently across an N element array the overall delay will be Nψ where ψ is defined below.

Let cos (ωt + φ) be a pilot tone, and let A(t)cos(ωt + φ) be an amplitude encoded RF carrier, each have instantaneous phase φ. From Fig.1 after mixing and suitable filtering at the
element the signal output $E_k$ is for

$$\text{where } \text{th element the signal output } E_k \text{ is for}$$

$$\therefore \text{hence}$$

$$\text{If then the term containing angle of arrival information goes to zero, hence all are in phase, and}$$

$$\text{the array is self-focusing at the carrier frequency occurs.}$$

We can rewrite (1) as

$$\text{where}$$

Equation (2) shows that we have the conditions for a receiving antenna array that is operating in a manner equivalent to an antenna array beam forming at the intermediate frequency, IF, without the need for a phase matched coherent master reference signal locally applied at each array element through a corporate feed distribution network. An additional feature of the remote pilot arrangement is that while the receive elements operate at the RF frequency (wavelength small) the array spacing requirement dictated by the IF frequency (wavelength large) determines the antenna array factor. This is obtained as the superposition of the outputs of all $E_k$ elements across the array. Hence the array factor is delivered at the appropriate IF wavelength and the grating lobe RF imposed element separation criteria do not apply. Therefore the array element spacing can be many wavelengths at the RF frequency, i.e. the array can be made very sparse, without violating gating lobe restrictions imposed by RF frequency spacing requirement. This is a very useful feature for applications where elements may be wavelengths separated from each other.

Inspection of (2) indicates that the receive array pattern can be made agile by virtue of changing the pilot tone frequency with respect to the carrier frequency in effect providing a simple means for changing the $d/\lambda$ array spacing without changing the physical array element spacing $d$ shown in Fig.1a. Fig.1b shows conceptual detail of the branching filter used to provide RF carrier and pilot tone separation followed by IF signal formation, see also the description in section IV.

III. PROPERTY ASSESSMENT

Let us now consider a typical requirement arrangement for operation in the 2.45 GHz (vii) Industrial, Scientific, and Medical, ISM, band, [11], where the available bandwidth is $\pm 50$MHz, Fig.2.

![Fig.2 Example of frequency spacing](image)

Typical values for pilot offset with 2.4GHz carrier frequency for this application are given in Table 1 under the array conditions stipulated below:

If we set

$$f_{IF}= \Delta= 10-500 \text{MHz}, f_{p}= 2.4 \text{GHz}.$$  

which we select this as the fixed base separation for the array. Hence as $f_{IF}$ is varied also varies, Table I.

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HPBW(deg) 10x1 array</th>
<th>250</th>
<th>0.25</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>half space</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consequently the apparent electrical spacing between array elements separated by $d$ appears to change as $f_{IF}$ is varied. Hence by varying the pilot tone frequency we have an electrical method for changing array factor without mechanically re-configuring it.

If we assume that the total average transmitted power in the system is $P$, and is comprised of the information bearing signal power, $S$, bandwidth $B_c$, and the pilot signal power $S_n$, bandwidth $B_p$. Both of these signals traverse the same channel and since they are co-located at the point of transmission we can approximate that the channel noise environment they experience is the same. Therefore under the assumption that at the receive array elements the signal to noise ratio of pilot and carrier signals are the same $S/N_p=S/N_c$, then

$$\text{hence}$$

Equation (3) can be used to set the relative pilot to carrier power levels once the carrier bandwidth is assigned.

IV. CHARACTERISATION

Using the architecture in Fig.1b we see that in order for such a system to operate with a prescribed bandwidth RF
signal that extraction of the pilot tone will require a narrowband filter whose band centre is tuneable, Fig. 3a. In Fig.1b, Fig.3b the separated signals are then combined by mixing to extract the IF frequency and the preserved relative phase between carrier and pilot needed for pattern reconfiguration as defined by (2). Summing mixer outputs across all of the elements in the array allows the IF array factor to be formed. In a practical scenario data embedded within the down converted carrier signal fc1 could be used to program the divider ratio of the pilot tone tracking PLL centre frequency to the value required for the particular pattern to be configured, shown in Fig.3a as the BPF to PLL cross link.

In order to test the viability of extracting the relative phase difference between co-transmitted pilot and carrier directly in the RF frequency region the experimental configuration shown in Fig.3b was used. Here for experimental convenience the pilot tone was fixed at 2.4GHz@ -54dBm, while the centre frequency of the carrier was allowed to vary from 1.9 to 2.39GHz at a constant power level of -24dBm. The tracking PLL capture range was +/-12KHz at 2.4 GHz, this narrow capture range allows the pilot to be reliably recovered down to very low signals levels. The difference in power between the pilot signal and RF signal can be selected on the basis of (3), we choose the ratio to be 36dB as being representative of a real system. This has the additional benefit that no filtering is needed in the RF chain. Further, the use of a low level pilot signal minimises the possibility of mixer intermodulation products forming at the receive side, again simplifying filtering arrangements. The three sources in Fig.3b are phase locked to a single 10MHz reference so that absolute phase measurements can be made using the oscilloscope. A double balanced mixer type HP IAM-81008 was used.

In Fig.3b, we avoid the need for τ, through a simple calibration process. At each IF the resulting offset phase due to the instantaneous start-up phase of the reference phase locking oscillator was subtracted from all subsequent phase readings for the particular IF under consideration, i.e. τ is set to 0. Fig.4 plots the phase retrieved at the mixer output versus delay length. These results show that for each IF case nearly linear IF phase responses can be extracted directly at RF under realistic input signal amplitude conditions.

The input variable, ‘delay length’, represents the delay that both pilot and carrier experience at the kth array element due to a signal arriving at angle θ. Delay length is used in Fig.4 so that plots for different IFs can be overlaid onto a single x-axis, e.g. a 100MHz IF is equivalent to 3m wavelength, so for a linear down-conversion transfer function 1m of delay length should yield 120° of output phase shift.

When pilot and carrier signals at the same angle of incidence with a phase delay between them fall onto the antenna array the intermediate frequency is recovered with some minor distortion, i.e., ideally . The phase delay obtained through measurement is shown in Fig.4, this data, after phase unwrapping, is used to compute the IF array factor, which for a 1D array is

\[
\frac{\sin(\theta_1 - \theta)}{\sin(\theta_2 - \theta)}
\]

here , with -velocity of
light, -scanning angle, -phase difference between the antenna elements separated by distance . The separation between antennas is taken as =0.3m and the number of elements is .

Since no additional phase shift is applied at the beam forming network i.e. , then . As with conventional IF beam steering if the IF array pattern can be steered. Since beam forming is occurring at the IF the physical means for realising these phase shifters is much simpler than it would be at RF. The array factor calculated using the measured recovered IF phase responses are plotted in Fig.5. Minor deviation of ideal array performance with respect to measured performance is mainly due to mixer impedance mismatch on the LO 2.4GHz port. In Fig. 6 the resulting IF patterns obtained using a 10x1 array of 0.3m spaced 2.4GHz resonant microstrip patch elements is given. Overlaid on these is the response of the array when operated by directly beam forming at RF, here the effect of grating lobes due to large element separation at RF is clearly visible. It should be noted that since the array is sparse at the RF carrier frequency, d−2.5λ isolated antenna element array pattern characteristics apply. These results show that as d/λIF increases towards 0.5 that the directivity of the pattern increases, and that only a single main beam is formed. It is also interesting to note that when d=0λ the resultant array factor is unity as the phase centres of each array element are coincident, this is the self-focussing case.

Hence for a fixed physical array separation d we have a practical method by which the d/λIF ratio of the array can be recovered and used according to the theory presented in Section I for the purposes of array pattern reconfiguration.

It is also of interest to note that due to the low frequencies associated with the IF beam forming strategy suggested here that data at array elements can be captured and memorised by digital means. This opens a wide range of possibilities for pattern manipulation through simple post processing. For example in Fig. 7 we show the consequences of multiplying the recorded IF patterns together. This has the net effect of slightly reducing main lobe half power beam width while simultaneously reducing sidelobe levels to below -30dB for incident angles>75°, 90°=boresight.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown a scheme based on co-transmitted pilot and RF carrier wherein local mixing on a per element basis can be used to control the antenna receive array factor, hence its receive spatial pattern. Consequently spatial array patterns are remotely controlled by tuning the frequency of the pilot signal. The ability to control the antenna array receive characteristic in a simple manner should prove useful in a range of sensor and re-configurable wireless local area network beam forming applications which were previously intractable, or extremely difficult to implement, due to array element LO phase synchronisation issues.

Fig.5 Comparison of array factor at different intermediate frequencies for ideal and measured recovered phase between pilot and carrier for 10x1 array with d=0.3m, 90°=boresight.
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Fig. 6 IF patterns obtained using a 10x1 array of 0.3m spaced 2.4GHz resonant microstrip patch elements; — 2.4GHz indicates response of array directly formed at RF.

Fig. 7 Sidelobe suppression using multiple IF pattern multiplication for 10x1 array of 0.3m spaced 2.4GHz resonant microstrip patch elements
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